Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star
  S. Suzuki
  Steel Drum Band directed by Mr. Noel Jabagat

Skye Boat/Mairi’s Wedding/Skittles at Buckley Bay
  Jamie Rav/Trad.
  WWSI Fiddlers directed by Ms. Barbara Riley

Tango á Trois
  D. Burndrett
  String Flyers Quartet
  Brielle Bryant, violin
  Riley Danielson, violin
  Tyler Barrett, cello
  Coached by Ms. Ruth-Marie Ballance

Waltz No. 2
  D. Shostakovich/arr. by D. Marani
  Sasha Gailey, violin
  Caroline Kutsch, violin
  Reagan Peterson, viola
  Joy Willard, cello
  Coached by Ms. Sarah Whitney

A Shark Loving Medley
  arr. B. Walker
  WWSI Debut Orchestra
  Directed by Mr. Bruce Walker

A Beethoven Lullaby
  B. Balmages
  Bows on the Bus
  WWSI Intermediate Orchestra
  Directed by Mr. Noel Jabagat

Menuetto No. II
  K. Penderecki
  Enchanted
  WWSI Advanced Orchestra
  Directed by Mr. Bruce Walker
  A. Menkin/arr by J. Kazik
Ensemble Rosters

**WWSI Steel Drum Band:** Ashlyn Ordelheide, Sofia Jenkins, Arnon Peterson, Vincent Karmy, Jason Willey, Kari Willey, Sierra Linthicum, Lily Webb, Jessica Newhouse, Emerson Mishkin

**WWSI Fiddle Ensemble:** Yori Krenrich, Benjamin Bryant, Jack Newhouse, Prairie Hust, Braeden Jones, Sage Sorensen, Aurelia Krenrich, Asher Blechman, Alexander Mishkin, Sophia Danielson, Zofia Brannon

**WWSI Debut Orchestra:** Zofia Brannon, Vincent Karmy, Jaxson Drennen, Cheyenne Linthicum, Jilliam Sayler, Kloey Williams, Jessica Newhouse, Clara Cox, Ada Schultz, Daniel Cohen, Sophia Danielson, Emeline Duncan, Azalea Hust, Avan Astorga, Anne Ballance, Jefferson Bicknell

**WWSI Intermediate Orchestra:** Arnon Peterson, Benjamin Bryant, Sofia Jenkins, Aveary Wu, Jack Newhouse, Kari Willey, Braedon Jones, Prairie Hust, Luci Salerno, Jason Willey, Sierra Linthicum, Elah Peterson, Dru Salerno, Ashlyn Ordelheide, Asher Peterson, Lily Webb, Aurelia Krenrich, Emerson Mishkin, Iain Gailey *(joined by Barbara Riley on viola)*

**WWSI Advanced Orchestra:** Sasha Gailey, Brielle Bryant, Caroline Kutsch, Riley Danielson, Kailani Marson, Allie Astorga, Sage Sorensen, Yori Krenrich, Reagan Peterson, Joy Willard, Asher Blechman, Alexander Mishkin, Tyler Barrett *(joined by Sarah Hart on viola)*

A huge THANK YOU to our inspiring ensemble and elective directors, as well as the students for bringing a great combination of energy, focus, and preparation to rehearsal each day!